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Editor Cherney
Appoints Ten to
Editorial Council
0 ro u p Enter« Third Year
In Shaping Lawrentian Policy

LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, W IS.

Modern Literature
Now Emphasized in
Freshman English
This year freshmen in English are
being taught a modern literature
course, instead of a cour.se in En
glish composition, as in former
years. This course w ill include the
study of prose, poetry, and plays.
Its object is to give the student a
better appreciation and judgment of
present-day prose.
Such a change has been made
possible only because of the cooper
ation of the faculty and the im 
proved ability of the students. The
teachers in the English department
have agreed to give more assign
ments necessitating writing ihan
would ordinarily accompany a
course in literature and to correct
mistakes in composition which oc
cur in their
individual classes.
Practically 80 per cent of this year’s
freshmen did better than the me
dian in placement tests given dur
ing Freshman Week on English us
age, spelling, and vocabulary.

Convocations to
Be Announced

Frosh Class lias
Large Enrollment

i
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Rosebush Chosen
As Director fo r
Homecoming Event

Programs W ill be Printed
Weekly in Lawrentian

The Committee on Convocations,
headed by Dr. A. H. Weston, is
inaugurating a new plan for the
A new editorial council, continuconvenience of the students, name
ly, printing the chapel programs
tog the policy initiated by Norman
for the coming week in the Law
Clapp, has been announced by the
rentian every Friday. These pro
•ditor. The new staff is built around
grams must necessarily be subject
to last-minute change. Following is
|| nucleous of old members. Ella
the program for next week
fleinke, Margaret Badger, Winifred
Monday — Mrs. Gertrude Miller
JlViley, Robert Reid, Everelt Bau
Claver, the new member of the Con
man, Albert Ingraham, James Withservatory faculty, will present a
program of piano numbers. Mrs.
fcrell. Thomas Jenkin, Edward A r
Claver is especially interested in
nold. and W illard Shibley will meet
modern music and will include
♦very week with Editor Cherney
some modern interpretations on
to determine the editorial policy
her program.
Wednesday — October 4. 1935
for matters at hand.
marks the four hundredth anniver
“The editorial council will meet
sary of the printing of the first com
Weekly to discuss current campus
plete English Bible made by Myles
Issues with the hope of presenting
Coverdale. Dr. Thomas S. Kepler,
professor of Bible and religion, will
Unbiased opinions to the paper)'
talk on a subject related to this
Readers. It will be the medium for
particular event in religious his
An exchange of ideas, and it will use
tory. Colleges and universities and
fhe columns of the editorial page Percentage of Upperclass communities throughout the E n
glish-speaking world are commem
for the direction of this energy ra
men Higher: Several
orating this event in various ways.
ther than as a means of releasing
Friday—Mr. F. Theodore Cloak,
Transfer
Students
notions of a private nature,” are
assistant professor of speech and
e expectations of the editor.
Twenty-six students have trans dramatics, will speak on the ‘'Sum
Movement in
the
ferred to Lawrence from other col mer Theater
leges this year. The conservatory East.”
has two transfers.
The total full-time enrollment in W. A. A. Board Will
the college is 623. excluding spe
Sponsor Barn Dance
If you stand still and think about cial and graduate students; 55 full
t, you discover what makes this time students are registered in the
Next Wednesday on October 9,
>lace run. If you stop long enough conservatory. Last year 252 fresh the W. A. A. Board is sponsoring
rou take in many things You miss men were registered in the college a Barn Dance for the freshmen
ty wheeling by. And if you «tiy on in the fall, this number being 30 girls in oijd**r W ¿rouse their inter
n Appleton during the sumr<yr, itw more than this year’s total fresh- est in spoils. Instead'of eating at
ill hits you between the <*yes'Y&u snan registration. In spite of this de Ormsby, supper will be served in
lee that Main Hall and the Li- crease in freshmen, the percentage the gym, later a frolicking program
>rary are just piles of stones stack* of upperclassmen is higher. There of singing, dancing, and stunts, and
p for tourists to naze at as they are 115 freshman women and 107 the presentation of the inter-class
&rhiz by. You know that buildings, freshman men.
cup to the class of '38 for their out
>ooks, and campuses mean little
Colleges from
which students standing exhibition in sports is in
linless they are put to use.
transferred are:
order A prize will be given to
St. Lawrence University, Morton the silliest costumes. The class of
Appleton in the summer is A p Junior College. Mt. Mary College,
'38 defeated the upperclassmen in
pleton and nothing else. And. all in Stevens Poinl, LaGrange Junior Col
hockey, basketball, and volleyball
it’s hard to beat. But when the lege, University Extension, M ilwau
ights begin to blink at ten, when kee State Teachers' College, Barat last year and there is little doubt
over their deserving to win the
Sniders overflows, and the bells College. Eau Claire State Teachers’
award. Alice Strand and Marian
sgin to ring, you've got Lawrence, College, University of New Hamp
Towne are in charge of the party,
and the village is only the place shire, Marat Junior College, Rock
and Gladys Mac Coskric, Clarabelle
to get cigarettes. Aqua Velva, -oils ford, Milwaukee Downer, Mar
Danielson, and Margaret Rape are
and coffee, haircuts, and Ginger quette. Kansas City University, Deassisting with the publicity. C’mon,
Rogers.
Pauw, Lewis Institute. University of frosh. let’s see you do your stuff!
It takes different people with dif Wisconsin. North Park Junior Col
ferent interests to keep thing.« go lege, and Morgan Park Junior Col
ing. If apples, coal stoking, squad lege. Conservatory transfers are
¿ars, pins, and scouting have any from Wisconsin Conservatory of
Music, Milwaukee, and MaePhail
Connection, we can all get along.
School of Music, Minneapolis.
Watching Long John Vogel perch
number fourteens in an apple Miss Tarr to Give
far too small for him is someat Meeting
g. It seems that George and Report
There is something fascinating
i are canning this fall.
about the college library. Thai’s
Of W. L. A. Next Week why I spend so much tim e there.
It isn't quite natural to think of
Miss Anna M. Tarr. college libra Almost any delightful autumn af
Dynamo Ed Arnold and stoking rian, is to present the report of the ternoon may be whiled away in the
£oal in the same breath, but during
certification committee of the Wis exciting pursuit of a book. Unless
ie summer he keeps a boat goconsin Library Association at the it’s a genuine treasure hunt or scav
lg. As a result, he keeps himself annual meeting to be held in Su enger party, I can think of noth
oing this winter.
ing which offers more keen en
perior, October 8. 9, and 10.
Miss Tarr is chairman of the cer joyment to one whose natural ten
Whatever the truth may be. It
|ecms that Seegers, the Delts Black tification committee which has its dency is to ferret out things than
Bomber, did a pin trick one clear aim raising the standards of libra- does this search for a particularly
tnorning; and although it stuck for rianship in Wisconsin. To this end elusive book. To make the game
but a split second, he’s been stuck Miss Tarr has sent out questionaires really exciting and fair to all con
ince in explaining, but don’t be to the presidents of library boards cerned, you should, according to the
ooled that the urge wasn’t there, throughout Wisconsin. The ques- rules laid down in the best circles,
tionaire was a check on the num  search for an elusive book. This
ber of certified librarians in Wis is not as great a restriction on the
o give and take.
game as one might think. One has
' There’s a little story about foot consin.
According to the Wisconsin sta only to approach the stacks, numbball that goes like this. About a
tnonth ago a letter was sent to Mon- tutes. there are four grades of ling 321.09-D71p under one’s breath
tnouth suggesting a no scouting certified librarians. Grade one re to have the book with this particu
agreement for tomorrow’s game. quires three years of college work, lar number duck under a pile of old
ITiat letter was answered last Sat one year in an accredited library newspapers and become elusive.
All Mixed Up
urday when Coach Derr received school and two years of experience.
Back in high school days I had
telegram stating that Monmouth’s For a grade two certifica*e one
outing had already been arranged year of college work, one year In an enough library science to know the
and the scouts were in the stands.accredited library school, and two general rules of this game. The rules
Not much warning, you’ll say. No, years of experience are required. which I learned, of course, were
hot much sense either in our Little A third grade certificate is based very general. I was at the time so
Qxford professing to be too poor to on high school graduation,
six young and so naive that I supposed
nd a scout to Monmouth —For weeks in a library summer school, that 200 would follow 100, and 300
at’s the sticker. Few school? at and one year of experience and a follow 200. This is not so. 500, if it
tempt to back a team without somefourth grade requires high school so desires, may follow 900. There
provisions for scouting. Perhaps graduation and must satisfy board is a reason for this. I asked once,
in an indignant moment, and was
We’re Just different.
as to ability.
told. Although the lapse of time
FRO LIC TO-NIGHT
COUNCILLORS GIVE DINNER
has made the facts vague, I do re
There will be a frolic tonight at
Thursday evening the Ormsby member that it had something to do
J, The proceeds will be used to pur- and Peabody councillors had dinner with the importance of the book.
lase uniforms for the Pep Band, together at Ormsby. Mr. Wriston, The most important books are on
r, of course Elly Voights will be Mr. Barrows, and Miss Woodworth first, the least important on third.
Being naturally sensitive end Inwere their guest*.
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Parades, Pep Meeting, Big
Game, Big Dance are
Featured

Photo by Froellch.
R IC H A R D ROSEBUSH

Graduate School
O f Education
Opens Second Term
The Lawrence College graduate
department of education started its
second term this year with ten state
high school administrators and in 
structors among the students en
rolled. This course, authorized last
February by action of the faculty
and trustees, w ill lead to a Master
of Arts degree in education. Five
students expect to meet require
ments for the Master’s degree in
June, 1936.
Courses w ill b« offered in edu
cational administration and history
of education during the fifst semes
ter and, during the second, cours
es in school law and problems in
education. The work of this depart
ment is intended for students in
the educational field who seek fur
ther preparation in administration
and supervision. The courses are
given on a seminar basis and are
offered at hours which w ill enable
educational workers to pursue their
studies without conflicting with
their professional duties.
Dr. R. B. Thiel, professor of edu
cation, Dr. Horace Fries, assistant
professor of philosophy and psy
chology. and Dr. Charles D. Flory,
assistant professor of education and
psychology w ill make up the facul
ty for these courses.

Labyrinth of Library
Book Hunter
Puzzles
clined towards snobbery, I refuse
to read any of the books on third
floor. Everytime I find that the
search has led me up there, I get
an inferiority complex. The only
thing to do under these conditions
is to ignore the book completely.
But at the very moment you ad
mit, even to yourself, that you
didn’t want the book, it ceases to
be elusive. One time such a book
fell right off its shelf in its eager
ness to shriek, “Hello,
daddy.”
Thai’s the way those third floor
books are, absolutely irrepressible.
Then its Gone
When you have it all straightened
out in your mind that 500 may fol
low 900. you’ll learn to consult the
charts on each floor. These are a
great help, if you can read, and we
are assuming for the sake of argu
ment, that you can. It’s settled then
that 321 09-D71p is on second floor.
I approach the shelves cautiously,
hiding the carefully written num 
ber in order not to frighten the
book. Not wanting to bore you too
much, I will now pretend that I ap
proach the 320’s. This chase grows
exciting. My heart pounds; my eyes
burn with eagerness. I manage to
hang on to myself until 1 reach
32108. The book is almost within
my grasp. I reach out my hand for
it. 32109 falls into my hand. But
321 09-D71p is not there. It has join
ed the throng of the elusive. And
so I turn away resignedly. Perhaps
Bob Shreve is using it for a head
prop. It would ba too bad to disturb
him,

At the most recent meeting of
the executive committee of th®
Student Council, Mr. Richard Rose
bush
was
officially
appointed
Homecoming chairman. Mr. Rose
bush is best known around the
campus for the outstanding record
of his freshman year when he was
invited to all seven sorority for
mats. He has plans for the Home
coming program well under way.
"Great things are in store for the
old grads when they return the 26
of October for Homecoming,” says
Maynard Monaghan, and he means
it. Things will start with a bang
on Friday night when the frolic gets
under way. At eight o'clock a pep
meeting will be held on the steps
of Main Hall. Then to climax the
evening, a torch and pajama parade
on College avenue.
After a night of little sleep the
“alums” will be treated to the an
nual float parade. At sometime dur
ing the morning the judges will get
around to giving their opinion on
the decorations of the fraternities
and dormitories. Saturday afternoon
will see the Blue and White tri
umph over Ripon. Then as a fitting
climax, the big dance over at the
gym. And by the way, the folks
who are in the know say that it
will be even better than the first
All College dance.

Tallyho
Something requiring the attention
of an inter-state commission occur
red at the dance last week. An Iowa
girl and a Wisconsin girl found
themselves during the Intermission,
without the fellows that brought
them. It straightened itself out. hut
while it lasted, it was a merry chase
and a ruthless one.
Our conquering heroes descended
on the dancing damsels in the or
der of their preference Did you
dance with him first? That might
not be the case.
In the guise of a Western Union
messenger, “Bing.” short for Laugh
ton). Crosby paid a week-end vis
it. There followed later a terpsichorean exhibition that would have
been the envy of even Rogers, O.
and Astaire, F. Peggy claims that
he Is a live wire.
Have you met Peter Brokaw? H a
cavorts on a leash between PanHell and the men’s dorm at various
intervals. He is being trained to
walk the plank, and to use his cat
walk between the ground and hia
window entrance. Cat and cactus.
Gerlach and Volkert have rung
the bell. Keep your eyes on them
in the near future.
Do you remember the triangle
that involved Big Ben. Betty and
Tete? Some similarity in a present
three-cornered affair. While ona
practices, the other carries her par
cels, when major takes a trip, m in
or escorts her to a party. Together
they accompany her to convocation,
which she is compelled to allend
by a system that can’t be beat by
cajoling a susceptible monitor.
“Ten-percent-T.arsen-ninety-percent-air” is still using the third
floor at the Pan-Hell house.
We close with the melody “Tea
for Two.” the fox
GEOLOGY^FIELD TRIPS START
A field trip for students in geo
logy elementary and physiography
is planned for the coming week by
Dr. M. D. Dclo. instructor in geolo
gy. The trip will take in the quar
ries near Neenah and Menasha and
the surrounding territory. This la
the first of a series of field tripe
which will be held during the
school year.

All students who expect to use
automobiles for any purpose
should come to the dean's office
immediately to register their
ears *qd reoelvs permit«
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Textile Designs Hodge-Podge at C onservatory
Exploration of Musicians’ Oddity
Outstanding in
they wonder why musicians
Coming Exhibit goAnd
“Bomburgher, oh yeh, she’» tak
crazy! From the time they be
In anticipation of the coming art
exhibit in the library hail, it might
fee well to mention a bit about tex
tile design. If you remember last
year'll exhibit, with enticing vege
tables in a new role of repeated
pattern or the flowers abstracted
into very modern cubistic art, you’ll
be anxious to see this.
Considering the importance of de
sign in practically every field. We
come in contact with, textile design
should interest even the freshman
boy with his taste for florid ties.
Or the senior girl who wears a pin
and thinks about a possible modern
rliinz room for her dream house.
I.ook at Main Hall classrooms—
some of them are bordered with
symetrlcal designs; or consider the
nunib«‘rs of coeds on our campus
In print dresses -carrying
print
hankies, or peeking out of Ormsby
and Sage windows between print
curtains.
Desiirn Is important. If everything
were plain colors life would be flat
and uninteresting. Nature is forev
er new and vivid*, because of the
pattern of leaves that fall on the
grass in the autumn, or because of
platinum streaks of moonlight on
the lead-gray river.
Knowledge of good design of Its
proportions, harmonies,
rhythm
and unity prepare one for an In
sight 011 art. for great oil paintings
are based on a fundamental plan
of design.
Wallpaper with pink elephants or
orange sailboats have an underly
ing principle. Your scarf with green
apples on a rust background has
been plotted out on the drawing
board, perhaps someon»* with his
weary head in one hand.
Even the printer defends his page
of art on the basis of design, or
the janitor, in arranging the chairs
in the lecture room. We all have
» touch of it that feeling of order,
harmony and line, or else we
wouldn’t wear Kelly green with
our red hair or choose long lines
In dresses to give the illusion of
slenderness.
When the exhibit comes tfeere'
will be a great gathering arom d
the library hall. There will be stu
dents from fraternity houses con
sidering the possibilities of the
latest color schemes for redecorat
ing. <too bad the Delta Sigs didn't
wait) and Ormsby girls clamoring
for a possibility of next Spring's
prints. Even the profs will study
1he aptness of a black design cover
on the next book-to-be-published.
Let it be said Lawrence College is
design conscious!

gin using “practice rooms” in a
conservatory they have hair-tearing
worries.
Every day during these three
weeks of school conversations be
tween checkers and those being
checked have gone something like
this
“Is your name ‘Bomburgher?’*
“No. I'm Shoostamier.”
“Well, Bomburgher is supposed to
have this room between 2:30 and
S:00. Do you know where he is.”

Ormsby Frosh
Perturbed by
B lind D ates
UNDER-THE HAT

by

UNDER-THE-BUSHEL
Fritz Wiley growing hoarser as
the strain of bearing the good news
of the dates’ arrivals begins to
tell.
Consternation of the last ones
summoned to their fates.
Blank pauses in introductions as
blind-date Freshmen search in vain
for their escorts’ names.
Blushes as an uninformed young
lady picks the wrong man from
the stag line in the front hall.
Feverish pushing and poking at
locks that just didn't get dry.
Welcome absence of stag line as
men refute Friday night's evidence
of their inability to dance.
Unvaried remark of “Just like
Hal Kemp,” and general satisfaction
as Billy Baer egged his cohorts in
to the throes of "Heart of Stone.”
The familiar crystal ball doing its
level best to obscure the general
effect of the girder decoration.
One Sig Ep looking a trifle un
dressed without the addition of Fido
to his get-up.
First and noticeably cool social
encounters among scorned rushers
and rushees.
Trudy's first date barging in stag
—‘n’ there stood Trudy!
Little Bobby making tall girls
wish once more that they were a
bit more Frannyish or Dodyish or
most anyone small enough.
Arrangements among the males to
“meet you at the house afterwards.**
Grid squads authorized cutting
killing first enthusiasm for its ar
rival.
Freshmen observing the accepted
order of college dates as practiced
by upper-classmen.
Cars piled three-deep at Ormsby's doormat in the vicinity of 12:59.
Torn sandal witness to one little
girl's race to Ormsby after the last
bus had pullrd out.
Generous amounts of liniment in
use after a second evening of polite
colliding.
ENJOYS WEEKEND
Sunday breakfast served to a
Miss Edna Wiegand associate pro score of hardy souls by a crew of
fessor of Latin and Miss Anna M. somnabulent waitresses.
Tarr, librarian, spent the week-end
in Chicago visiting friends.

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
HOURS
Following are the office hours
of the various members of the
Administration:
Mr. Wriston will be available
for conferences with
faculty
merhbers and students
Tuesdays and Thursdays
10:00 to 12:00
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days
10:30 to 12:00
Daily
3:30 to 4:30
Mr. Barrows;
Tuesdays and Thursdays
10:30 to 12:00
Mondays. Wednesday. Friday«
10:30 to 12 00 and 1:30 to 3 ¡50
Miss Woodworth:
Daily
8:00 to 9:00
Tuesdays and Thursdays
10:00 to 11 00
Mondays, Wednesdays. Fridays
10:30 lo 11:00
Daily 'except Thursday)
2:30 to 4.00
Recorder's Office:
Daily
10:00 to 12:00 and
2:00 to 4:00
Mr. Watts:
Daily
8:00 to 12:00 and
1:30 to 4:30
Mr. Towner
Daily
11:00 to 12:00
Daily (except Saturday)
1:13 to 3:30
Mr. Burger:
Daily
9:00 to 10:00
Daily (except Saturday)
1:30 to 2:30
Mr. Colburn:
Daily
9:00 to 10:00
Daily (except Saturday)
1:30 to 2:30
Miss Meyer:
Daily
9:00 to 11:00
Daily (except Saturday)
1:30 to 2:30

ing a lesson, so I was just using
this room ’cause It was empty."
“O. K. I won't mark her absent
then.”
“Oke doke. we’ll get that fixed up
later. Say, lemme see that thing a
minute, maybe I'm signed up for
some other room. Sure, why say,
look here you’ve got me marked
absent.”
Then the checker erases his er
ror, and happens to notice what
piece the offended one has. “Oh,
I’ve got that too. Whom do you take
from?” This demands a detailed
discussion on Bach the pronounciation of Debussy and Mrs. Claver’s
recital. Now he is ready to enter the
next deluge of “toots” and “blats.”
“Say, brass players are supposed
to practice in the basement.”
“Why.” puffs the irate “prodigy.”
“I was told that this room would be
all right ’cause it isn’t near any
teacher’s studio.*
“Oh. all right, what's your name,
‘Rimski’?’*
“NO, I’m Sockoff. Rimski is down
stairs playing with the pipe-organ,
so I just came up here. He said he
wasn't in the mood to play fid-violin.”
"Thanks, I’ll see him down there.”
“Oke. we’ll get that straightened
up later.”
Oh well, only three weeks. Maybe
it will be all straight — in thirtythree more.

J . G. Mohr—Piano Tuner
Plane Technician
these 2* years.

for Lawrence College and

Conservatory

Clawless Cat
Back in Town

RIO: ENDING OCT. 7. “THE DARK
ANGEL,”
One of the most powerful and
beautiful love stories ever filmed
comes to the Rio with Frederic
March, Merle Oberon, and Her
bert Marshall starring.' The story,
set in rural England, reflects the
heart of a woman and two men,
one of whom she loves, while the
other loves her. The man she loves
finally realizes his love for her,
but circumstances tear them apart.
Years afterward, the girl has re
signed herself to a betrothal to the
other man. Then the lovers are re
united. Sidney Franklin, who han
dled the megaphone on “The Bar
retts of Wimpole Street,” and “Sm il
ing Through” directed “The Dark
Angel.” Janet Beecher, Joyn Halliday and Cora Sue Collins are in the
supporting cast.

Everyone said we wouldn't like
it but they were wrong. We love
living in town. It has almost
(though not quite) restored our
faith in human nature. Now that we
have to rub shoulders, share tubs,
eat breakfast with only a relatively
small share of humanity, we feel
akin to all mankind. By eight
o'clock when we’ve taken our morn«
ing grouch out on the family, kick*
ed the dog, and drunk black coffee
from bright yellow cups, we can
dash in late to our first class with
quite a cheerful morning face.
Life is lovely in town. There are
always clean towels because we
can't forget to send our laundry
home. Never do we have to go
without soap for weeks just because
we spent our allowance for some
thing else. And too, you get a sharp
fork and an even break io- the
swift stab at the odd pork chop—
when there are pork chops.

Miss Eimigene Pershhacher
Dr. Delo Has Articles
Entertained at Towners*
Published in Journals
During the past summer, four ar
ticles written by Dr. Daniel M.
Delo, were published in scientific
magazines, namely: the American
Midland Naturalist and the Journal
of Paleontology. The articles were
the outgrowth of work done at the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard niversity while studying
for his Ph. D. degree. They dealt
with a group of extinct crustace
ans. (trilobites, to you scientists)
whose nearest modern relative is
the king crab, which can be found
along the Atlantic coast.
Though a comparatively short
time has elapsed since the articles
were published, one has already at
tracted the attention of an English
publisher, with the result that, if
Dr. Delo accepts the latter’s extend
ed offer, his article will soon ap
pear in English as well as In Amer
ican, scientific journals.

W ho’s W ho On
The Campus

We are proud of our Lawrence
artist. If you doubt her ability, re
member the art exhibit last spring.
Many of the pictures bore her name,
and we liked them all. Among the
familiar ones, we fuund views of
Appleton, one of the old Price house
which was recently torn down. We
know, for we watched her sketch
ing in a 'Sage window once last win
ter, and wre were fascinated. She
does portraits too. though we see
much less of them. Our guess is that
her models wouldn't sit still.
When we think of a painter, we
picture a smock and long, ilowing
dark hair. She ha&> the smock, but
her blonde hair is curly, and there
is nothing “arty” about her. She is
usually too modest about her work,
and is rather quiet. When you know
her. you enjoy her sense of humor.
We like her room—big squatty
lamps, gay wall-hangings, handpainted pictures, colorful
bed
spreads that make you know it be
longs to her.
She paints as well with pen as
with brush. We’ve read lots of her
features in the I^iwrentian. Remem
ber the one last week which made
New York so real? She spent the
summer there, taking courses in art
at Columbia University.
Though she’s been here only a
year, most upperclassmen know her.
Dr. Crow to Lecture
If you don't, cr if you’re a fresh
man. we suggest you get acquainted
To Business Women —not
just for art’s sake, but for
Sixteen lectures for business and your own —you'll like her too.
professional women and others in
terested will be given this fall by
To Top Off That Well Groomed
Dr. William I,. Crow. These lec- j
College Appearance
tures, under the auspices of t h e ;
Have Your Barber Work Done at
Young Women's Council of the Ncenah Y. M. C. A., w ill be on the sub- !
HOTER NORTHERN
ject of “Tho World Today.” They :
BARBER SHOP
will be given every Tuesday after- |
Hooks & Tony
noon at 4:30 starting on Oct. 8 at the
Neenah Y. M. C. A.
Dr. Crow, on leave of absence this
year is practicing law with his of
NÜ-WAY PHOTO
fices in the Irving Zuelke building.
He served on the faculty last year
FINISHING
in the capacity of professor of gov
3rd Floor. Zuelke Bldg.
ernment. l^ist year Dr. Crow gave
Developing and Printing
a series of lectures to the same
group on the subject of "Govern
25c
ment.”

Movie Shorts

GENEVA COMMITTEE
The Geneva committee met for
the first time this year Friday at
Hamar House. Jean Hastings was
guest of the group. A graduate of
Mount Holyoke college. Miss Hast
ings spoke on the convention to be
held at Minneapolis sometime dur
ing Christmas vacation. She prom
ised a program of outstanding
speakers at the meeting, and she
urged all members to make ar
rangements to attend.
From Washington, it is possible to
reach more than 50 'oreign coun
tries by telephone.

RIO
“DarkAngel”
|
j
i

Miss Emogene Pershbacker who
Is to be married to Mr. W illiinn
Sill, a graduate of Ohio University,
was entertained at a party given
at the home of Mr. Towner last
Sunday evening. The Entire Admis
sions office staff was present. Miss
Pershbacker was presented with
some table silver.
It will be interesting to Law
rence sports followers to know that
Mr. Sill was an outstanding baseball
player at Ohio State where he
teamed with such national figures
as Schoolboy Rowe and Tommy
Bridges. After graduating
from
Ohio State. Mr. Sill entered the
Westinghouse Electric Corpoiation
at Mansfield, Ohio. There Mr. Sill
was chosen as one of the six men
elected to a private training course
under the Corporation’s supervi
sion. Mr and Mrs. Sill will reside
in Mansfield. Ohio.

EASTMAN
FILM SPECIAL!
Nos. 116 .1 2 0 - 1 2 7
616 . 620

2 0 «ROLL
«

and

Fredric March

Yoa save 52c

VERICHROME 5c Extra
Films Developed and
Printed

Any Size Print 3c
We Carry a Complete Line
of EASTMAN KODAKS

with

Merle Oberon

8 Rolls
98c

EUGENE WALD
JEW ELER and OPTICIAN
115 E. College Ave.

BETTER HEATING
& PLUMBING
W . S. Patterson
Company

Appleton, Wis.

213 E. College Ave.

MODERN DRV CLEANERS
222 X. College Ave.

95

Betfer Dry Cleaning
Delicious

Chocolate Eclairs
ELM TREE BAKERY
«0 « X. College Ave.

Oladly Delivered to Tonr Residential
sidenuai Unit
unit

COATS
DRESSES.

Get Better Dry Cleaning at the Modern —

Is the lame Enilding a« the East-End Postal Station
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Parties and Roasts Usher
In Fall Social Season
A ll college dance was such a bang-up success that even the collegiate
appetite for something “socially swell" seem? to have been satisfied.
We bumped into (not literally) more people on the dance floor that we
hadn't seen since “Duke” was a pup, but we didn’t make ourselves very
popular by stopping in the middle of the floor to talk over old times.
You'll meet a lot more people than you ever knew by that method, and
it's like trying to chase the lights from the crystal ball around the floor
to carry on a running conversation with your long-lost pal.
We’re getting acquainted all over again around picnic camp-fires, and
after the teas and banquets of these past weeks, the lowly hot-dog has
his day at last.
K. D.’s At Steinbergs
Let it never be said that any Schroeder and Emil Holzwort this
grass ever grew under a K. D.’s week.
feet when the welcome sign is out
The Betas don’t seems to be afraid
at Steinberg’s cottage. Every active of any difficulty in getting dates in
and pledge turned out for the big competition with two other frater
party at the cottage last Sunday.
nities on Saturday, and they are
According to our informant, every having a pledge dance preceded by
otie just played around until the a grab lunch and song fest for the
weiners, which Gracie did NOT buy pledges.
(since this gullible gal let the man
The Phi Delts are holding off
get rid of a few ancient ones last their party until October twelfth,
giving the girls something to look
timet were served. Just to keep this
forward to. Dick Potter, the Phi
aame gal out of mischief, she was Delt’s “South American Joe," got
elected to be the waiter for the back from Brazil just in time for
crowd, but we’ll bet she didn’t wait the dance Saturday and is liv n g at
the Phi Delt House this year; if
for her weiner.
When the last hot dog had dis the news of the pledging of May
appeared everyone went out to nard Monaghan. Jim Allen and Bob
High Cliff to “watch the sunset” Heaviside to Phi Theta isn’t already
One dignified (?) senior, still full known all over campus, we an
of that old weiner's spirit, turned nounce It formally here.
On Wednesday Phi Kappa Tau
up the jack-pot on one of the “In
fernal machines and put it all back he!d a smoker at which thirty five
alumni, actives and pledges were
again without a win.
That’s tough luck, but If these de present.
The Betas announce the following
bacles continue, and the K. D.’s
think they will, maybe she’ll get elections: John Jones, athletic chair
man, Don Me Donald, pledge chair
it back.
man, Robert De Baufer, member
Alpha Chis Roast Weiners
On Monday the Alpha Chis had ship chairman, Joe Koffend social
a weiner roast down river. When chairman, Robert Putnam, alumni
not worrying the hot-dogs over the secretary, W illiam Tideman, histor
fire, they sang songs and wandered ian, Don Schalk. scholarship chair
up to haunt the cemetery. Let the man, Dan Murphy, pledge .aptain,
experience of Ruthle W inkoff’s dog. and Pat Warner, pledge scribe.
who was singed in the fire be a
lesson to all fraternity pets not to Freshmen From Many
associate with hot-dogs.
Places Enrolled Here
The Zetas escaned from the dorm
for one meal this week, and met
Many states in the Union and one
at the apartment of Eda Nichlen foreign country are represented at
and Marcella Schaus.
Lawrence this year.
The Alpha Delts are planning a
Wisconsin leads the list with 153,
big and little sister tea for fiun ; of which 29 are from the Fox River
day. and soon a supper in the rooms. Valley. Chicago, Chicago and the
The pledges elected Margaret Jones rest of Illinois donated 42. Mich
as president, Eleanor Clark, vice- igan comes next with 8, Minnesota
president, Olive Vande Walle, sec follows with 5. Indiana contributed
retary, and Francis Smethurst, her share with 3, while New Jer
treasurer. There’s a lot of buzzing sey, Iowa, Montana. California, O k 
goins on about home-roming float lahoma. and Missouri each sent one.
plans, and Margaret Scott Is the
Phillip Potter is the young man
girl with the bright ideas.
who came all the way from Bra
Thetas Toss Marsmallow*
zil. He traveled eighteen days by
The Thetas witnessed a thrilling water and three days by land to
marshmallow fight at their steak reach Lawrence.
roast at Smiley’s down river. Ex
Those who came from the states
cept for Maxie getting hit in the farther away are: Mary Eleanor
face, there were no casualties.
Thomson from Iowa: Charles Thom
The S. A. I.s are rushing this son from Oklahoma; Elizabeth Ter
week and the program sounds like ris from California; Christina Lor
a thrilling one for the rushees. They enz and Dick Potter from New
were corailed at a Colorado round Jersey; Art Tickenor from Missouri;
up party at the Schultz cottage in Baxter Thomas from Montana, Em 
Neenah. and on Thursday night they ily Jordan from Massachussetts.
were treated to a progressive din
ner which was followed by a m u
sical at the home of Marv Elizabeth
Hofpensberger. Here Ellen Voigts
THE
and Beth StTong entertained with
their duets, Jean Hutchinson and
Perfect
Color
Harmony
Hazel Dunn plaved, and Alice Jarv
is gave a reading.
IN
Sig Eps Party
Max Factor’s Cosmetics
The fraternity men will be gang
ing up on the gals this week-end,
SOLD AT
(we hope) since practically every
one is having a house party with
orchestras and everything.
The Sig Ep pledges are making
their official debut, to be presented
to actives and alumni, at a party on
204 E. College Ave.
Saturday, where Chet Roberts will
furnish the musical spirits, and the
Delts are having a pledge house
party on Saturday wilh music by
Glenn Holt. The Delts are also an
nouncing the pledging of Bob
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Museum Receives
Valuable Relics
Curiosities Connected With
Early History of
College
Numerous relics of Eleazar W il
liams, the “lost dauphin," whose
history is intimately connected with
the founding of Lawrence College,
are the gift of Dr. L. R. Merrill
of the class of 1902, a former resi
dent of Appleton, to the college
museum. Among the relics are W il
liams’ Bible and that of his wife,
both containing their signatures, a
notebook with some translations of
hymns into an Indian language, a
diary, a letter of Mrs. Williams to
her father, Williams’ shaving mug,
a pair of snuffers, a tray, and a
sand-shaker. Also included in the
collection are a copy of “The Lost
Prince,” a book about Williams,
long since out of print and exceed
ingly rare, and a copy of “Lazarre,” a once popular novel about
him.
These relics were on exhibit for
a time at the museum in Green
Bay, and many of them had pre
viously been shown at the State
Historical Museum at Madison.
The Donors
The relics came to Dr. Merrill
from Mrs. Josiah Phillips, deceas
ed. whose mother was a foster child
of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, and who
inherited their home at Little Rap-

Pag« Thre«
W OOD WORTH ENTERTAINS
Miss Margaret Woodworth enter Former Lawrentians
tained the members of Pan-Prex
Study at Harvard
and Mr. Wriston and Mr. Barrows
Several former Lawrentians both
at dinner in her rooms at Sage
graduate and under-graduate stu
Monday evening. Pan-Prex is an
dents. are studying this year at Har
organization composed of the pres
vard.
idents of the various sororities.
The three who are attending Har
vard Law School are; Leonard Zinids. The mother, a French girl
gler ’28, Marshall Wiley ’33, and
brought to the fort at Green Bay
Robert Mortimer ’34.
as a captive, was adopted by the
Enrolled in the Harvard Business
Williams family.
School are John Leason *35, Reed
Dr. Merrill was born in Apple Bigelow ’35, and James Tockley ’34.
ton and lived here for a number
Shigheto Tsuru ex ’35, and Philip
of years. His grandparents saw Bradley ’35 are taking work in the
Lawrence College founded and con Graduate School at Harvard.
tributed to its building. Dr. Mer
Two otheis. Marion Crawford ex
rill, who received his doctorate in 37, and Rosemary Wiley ’35 are
English at Yale, is now professor of
studying at Radcliffe College.
speech at Carnegie Tech.

Try on Otar

SH O ES
Priced 8*00 to *.7 8
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BELLING’S
Drug Store

For Those “On the Go”

2 -PIECE KNIT
Handcrafted by Bradley

If Yon Haven’t Tried

$0075

— Snider's —
Do So Today------

Less 10% For Cash

Any meal, breakfast,
luncheon or supper!

Tt changes It« rol« to «ult your needs.
In line ft*« classic sports.
In
yarn it'» dressy chenille. The plain akirt la topped by a novelty ribbed
blousa. And th« collar can be worn as a sporty turtle neck or a dressy
«owl. .Size« 42 t* 20.

They Are Excellent!

SNIDER’S
Closest to
Lawrence Gamp««

HILDA A. WUNDERLICH

23l-E.CoU*ceAuM
H h w q h .

-

y .U 8 H M t

N«x| to OonwtLf

Formerly th« Hosiery Shop
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Board Appoints
Ingraham, Walters
To Editorships

LAWRENTIAN

RECEIVE APPOINTMENTS

Four
New
Department
KilitorH are Picked
By i'herney
Announcement is made of Ihe ap
pointments of Albert Ingraham and
George Walter to the positions of
managing editor and desk editor
xespectively. Albert Ingraham, the
new managing editor, is entering
his third year of service on the
Lawrentian staff. Last year he was
desk editor, and in his freshman
year he held the position of stu
dent activities editor. Mr. Ingraham
has had extensive experience in the
editorial field also.
Mr Walter, desk editor, has been
associated with the feature depart
ment ¡n his only experience with
the Lawrentian. He is well known
about the campus a.< an outstanding
athlete, coach, and for his creative
interest in poetry and prose.
Hr ink*- and Arnold Fill Kusinrss
Paata
Ella Heinke, former faculty edi
tor, was appointed circulation m an
ager to fill the post vacated by
Margaret Badger. This is Miss Heinke's first year on the business staff.
However, her work on the editorial
Maff for the past three years has
been well known.
Kdward Arnold, collections M an
ager, started work under the re
gime of Nan Grishaber. This will be
his second year in the position of
hard hearted business man.
Department Editor« Chosen
Edith Johnson was appointed to
head the student activities depart
ment. This is her third year on the
editorial staff. Edna Earle, enterting
her second year, has been appointed
head of the administration staff.
The faculty staff is to be guided
by Janet Riesberry who started her
staff career last y«*ar under Ella
Heinke. Jean Schiffner, a transfer
from the business staff, is society
editor. Karl Mess heads the sports
department.

Employment Aid
Offered Students
Bureau in A<Iiui»*ion* O f
fice Show« Kxfelleiil
l*4»S»¡l»ÍlÍtÍC»
Attention Students! Your private
depression is over. The Employment
Hureau in the Admissions Office is
In operation once more, so if your
funds are low, register immediate
ly for a part time job.
Wheel the Baby Carriage, Joe?
Appleton is full of cars that need
to be simonized, leaves to be rak
ed, children to be watched, house«
to be cleaned, storm window« to
be put up and sewing and typing
to be done. If you are an expert
at anything of this kind at all, it
will be easy to find a position
through the students Employment
Office.
Last year, outside of nine students
who received steady jobs, many
found part time work that brought
up their exchequer during the col
lege term by as high as $60. So far,
eight students have already obtain
ed board jobs this year and three
others have found part time work
which pays for both room and
board.
You May Draw A Racket
So if you have time, energy, and
will power, or perhaps even if you
haven't, register at once at the Em 
ployment Bureau in th® Admissions
Office. Then maybe you too will
have $60 a term rolling in through
the present vacuum in your poc
kets.
Mexican consuls throughout the
United States have already receiv
ed notification from more than
200.000 motorists of their intention
to travel to Mexico City as soon
as the new Pan American highway
is opened.

rhoto by Froellch.
ALBERT INGRAHAM
Managing Editor

POioto by H arw ood.

GEORGE WALTER
Desk Editor
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Town (¿irla’ Asg’n.
Hears Talk by
Miss Achtenhagen
Monday evening, September 30.
the Town Girls organization met
at Hamar House. It was the first
official meeting of the year.
After dinner Miss Olga Achtenhagen whisked the entire group
away, in fancy, to the “Isle of Ca
pri.” Miss Achtenhagen has just re
turned from an entire summei’f
residence on the picturesque is
land near Italy. She spoke from one
of the notebooks she kept during
her summer travels.
A ll young women who attend
Lawrence but do not live at the
dormitories are included in the
Town Girls Organization. Already
they aie planning a more active and
entertaining year than ever before.
A ll young women who are eligible
according to the above definition
are sincerely invited and even urg
ed to be present at all future meet
ings. Announcements will be post
ed on Ihe bulletin beard of the
Town Girl's room in Main Hall.

Trever Criticizes
Attempts to Curb
Civil Liberties
Flayt* Continual Throttling
O f Free Speech anil
Thought
"The very concept of liberty ie
on the defensive, something to apol
ogize for even among intellect«
uals,” was the keynote of Dr. Trev»
er’s brilliant chapel speech Wed»
nesday. He continued flaying thé
increasing disregard of civil libeiiieâ
and
attempts of self-appointed
groups to throttle free thought and
free speech.
Then he lashed “the self-styled sa»
viors of the sacred ark of the con»
stitution who would establish a dic
tatorship of the mind in America,
and by their intolerance; they,
themselves, attack the constitution
in its very citadel — the bill of
rights.’*
“Dictatorship." he continued, “is
rcoted in the false philosophy of
life.” This false philosophy hr re*
ferred to is sotting up efficiency as
the end, rather than the means. Dictatoiship is also rooted in a stupid
psychology which establishes illu
sions of grandeur.
Furthering his attack on dictator
ship he pointed out that it “begets
a cringing, tim id generation char
acterized by fear, mediocrity, boot»
licking, insincerity, and flabby conviciions based on self-interest and
flattering.” It also “runs a grave
risk by regimenting education; for
with a set of perfect dogmas, as
in Fascism and Bolshevism. We can»
nol prepare students to meet Ihe fu»
ture problems of a rapidly chang
ing world by any rigid dogma of
system, whether conservative or
îadical.”
“Fieedom in investigation, free»
dom of discussion, freedom of teach
ing, a mature open mindedness in
the face of facts and truth are at
the very foundation of any educa»
lion that deserves the name."
Furthering his attack on dictator«
ship, he indicated “one of the great«
tsl evils of dictatorship is the fore*
ed absence of criticism." He point
ed out that critcism keeps one
from stagancy and checks ingrown
conceit.

TELLS OF VACATION
Observer Discovers
Dr. C. D. Flory, assistant profes
Interesting Walks
sor of education and psychology,
It's fun to watch the different
this summer took his first extend
ed vacation in five years. He was walks on the campus. We like that
long bouncy stride which, togeth
away from the first of July through er with the lowered head, make the
Botanical anil Biological the middle of August traveling figure recognizable a block away,
through the south eastern and New and the short-stepped,
hurrying
Kxliihit» Included
England states. He spent some time one, which always looks so chilly.
visiting
his
home
in
Virginia.
While
In Display
Anothei is the breezy, yet tip-inin the East, he attended the con the-clouds gait, which is usually ac
ference
on
Child
Development
call
companied by a swinging tennis
During the past semester, ham 
mering, painting, tearing down of ed by the General Education Board racquet.
at Holderneis, N. H. from July 2C to
There are a couple of the “Hishelves, and the moving around of Aug. 4.
Pal” giils around, with walks to
heavy sh*ow cases have contribut
match—swinging
shoulders
and
arms, and long, slow steps. Perhaps
ed to the general confusion which
On the return trip, they stopped at the most unusual walk of all is that
reigned on the third floor of Sci the nUiversity of Arkansas where
of the girl who takes tiny, very
ence Hall. The cause of this con they secured mineral specimens and fast steps, without moving her body,
fusion and disorder was the re fossils which will be placed in the like a mechanical doll.
museum afler they pass through the
Then there are the men — that
arranging and general revising of
hands of the geology students.
enoimous stride, with long arms
the natural science museum under
The biological and botanical dis swinging, and much of the sailor's
the direction of Dr. Daniel M. Delo plays, revised through the combin roll in it. and its opposite, the scho
instructor in geology. A large pro ed efforts of Dr. Van Horn, Willis lar's walk. And that tall, intent
M. Assistant and Professor Walter
portion of the geological material is M. Bogers, professor of botany will walker, who covers so much ground
so sweepingly; who is always look
now on display in renovated cases.
be of interest to everyone, even the
Plans for the present semester in  most unscientifically minded, as ing for something, or throwing his
clude a continuance of present will also the entirely new geolog long hair out of his eyes.
There is a High School girl we
work on the geological specimens ical display showing the fluorescent
like to watch. She walks as if it
and the beginning of revision of properties of different minerals.
were fun.
the botanical and zoological mate
rial. If present plans materialize,
the beginning of next semester will
see the museum sufficiently com
pleted so that it can be opened sev
eral afternoons each week, not sole
ly for the budding young scien
tists, but for the use of the entire
student body!
New Specimens
During the past summer, a con
siderable number of new mineral
and fossil specimens have been
added to the collections in the m u So he invented this sacless Vacumatic , and Parker engineered it to perfection—gave it
seum. These
were found
and
brought back to Lawrence by Dr.
102% more In k Capacity— made its In k Level VISIBLE, so it suddenly can*t go em pty!
Delo, who toured through Oklaho
ma and Arkansas this summer ac
companied by Norman Scott, a
Lawrence sophomore. They collect
ed in the Arbuckle Mountains of
southern Oklahoma and in the vic
inity of Fayettville.. Arkansas and
were among the 100 or more geolo
gists who attended the Oklahoma
City Geological Society Convention.

Delo Arranges
VGeology Display

A COIIEti PROFESSOR DISCOVERED
T h at O ften It Isn ’ t a Stu d en t9« B r a in but h is P en
that Runs D ry—causes F a ilu re —in Classes and E xa m s!

PARKER PENS
and PENCILS
Quink Inks

SCHLINTZ
Drug Stores

CHICKEN
25c
PLATE LUNCH

Potatoes, Gravy and
the Trimming

NOTARAS
LUNCH
S4S W . College Avenue

ES, a scientist on the faculty of
tlir l'im*r*itv of Witcontin was
Y
ama/ed to find bow pens that run
out of ink slow down classes, de
moralise chinking, and bring marks
that no student wants to write home
about.
His observ a I ion* led Jo the birch of
the revolutionary Parker Vacumatic.
Ib is miracle jien writes 12,000 words

Parker

jm *-+ rA c t/M A r/r « i>

W t l t m l l « M IW M IU U T FIHM Cf
Junior, $5
Ftfitih, $2.30,

€W S .» .( $10 W t p $3 30 and 13

from a single filling—»hows when it s
running low— tells when to refill!
Any good Store selling pens will
show you bow the Parker Vacumntic
eliminate* 14 old-time parts, ineluding the lever filler and rubber ink sae
found in sac-type pens.
And due to tnis,it has
w a n ts m
double room forink, with
out i nrnine in tize.
yy.Srt jJr
But don't think that
-htf ffi flAil
Mcless pens containing
squirt pun pumps are like
Parker s patented Vaouni.it ie. This new creation
contain* none of these.
That's why it's uuaranTr.ro M BC BA NIC ALLY
p u rs e r!

<*o and try writing two different
way«
ay« with ics Reversible Point—solid
Gold combined with precious Plat»
•niim— skilfully fashioned to write on
Loth sides— *hghlly turned up at the
tip so it eannot scratch or drag, eirn
under pressure!
o WATS
Do this and yon won*«
let an old pen impede
your learning another
day, Ih e Parker Pen
Com pany, Janesville,
Wisconsin.
Send a Post Card for Free Bot
tle of Parker Q ui'm*— the mar
velous new quick-drying, i»ncleaning ink, and throw your
blotter away. Address JXpt.

712.

I, 193«
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Vikes Meet Monmouth in First Home Game
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Strong Monmouth
Team to Battle
Vikes Tomorrow
Viwlors Co-Champs of Mid
west
Conference
Last Year
Monmouth College, undefeated
Co-Champions of the Mid-west con
ference last year will play here Sat
urday against the victorious V ik 
ings. Last season Monmouth swept
through all her opponents with
the exception of Coe, who played
them to a scoreless tie.
Before last year's great Viking
team really began to function. Mon
mouth, who had shown extremely
little of a running, kicking, or pass
ing offense, flipped a lucky pass off
of a reverse lateral to score. Both
elevens played dogged defensive
ball, and there was little excitet'OACHES DON’T W ORRY?
Football coaches don’t worry?
Couch Derr would answer that with
an emphatic “No.” He has lost fif
teen pounds since the football sea
son began. If this keeps up Law
rence will be represented in Barnum and Bailey's with the coach
as the thin man.
ment. However, Monmouth has been
weakened through the graduation
of several of its key men, especial
ly Frantzen, a fine end, and Cataryara, a back, who composed Mon
mouth's most effective passing com
bination. Several experienced line
men have also been lost. Whclon, a
star back, runs the back man, and
apparently he leads the offensive at
tack.
Of xourse. as always, following
e championship team, the successive
year’s team is rated highly. How
ever, there is a drive and p< pper
out at W hiting Field these nights
that seems to assure Lawrence
backers of a tough old ball game
next Saturday afternoon. Give our
boys a break or two and they’ll take
advantage of them sufficiently to
sink Vande Walle’s false teeth plate
into the mid-west conference title
melon.

LAWRENCE COLLEGE (.BIDDERS FROM APPLETON OR NEARBY CITIES
Here are six members of the Lawrence college football squad who come from Appleton or nearby cities and who will make their first home
appearance Saturday when Lawrence meets Monmouth at Whiting field. The men are, left to right, Jerry, decker. Mrna*ha. one of the team's
ro-captains; Charles Gerlaeh, who lives at Neenah; Boh Laird. Black Creek; Evan YsndeWalle, Appleton and Nichols; Charles Grode and Ken
W’estberg, both of Menasha. Cliff Burton and Frank Dean, both of Appleton, had not joined the squad when the above picture was taken.

Sport Shorts

Just fourteen years ago this week,'
this article appeared in the La wren •
tian under the title of “Duties of
Freshmen At Football Games.’’
“One custom which is still in ef
fect at Lawrence and which applies
to the men of the Frosh Class, re
gards their actions at a football
game. They are supposed, of course,
to wear their green caps and cud
dle together in the bleachers to the
east of the grandstand. It is against
all rules for a Frosh to appear at
a game with a young lady. This
right is reserved for the Sophs
and upper classmen. They are sup
posed to furnish amusement for the
upper classmen by forming a snakedance on the field between the
halves and otherwise make them
selves useful. All you Frosh take
Hockey and Archery
heed to this notice and live up to
its rulings. This is one of the cus
Now Occupy Coeds toms
at Lawrence and must be
Have you noticed that the young obeyed. This is a means of getting
women on the campus have been a group together for better cheer
groaning and moaning slightly more ing and to stir up excitement dur
than usual this week — and have ing the halves." Yearling
males
you wondered why? Well, the rea kindly take note and try to make
son is that girls’ sports are in full yourself useful in an attempt to
swing. If you’ve noticed swollen entertain your wiser (?) and older
ankles, bloody shins, and heard re schoolmates.
marks about aching muscles. . . .
why. hockey is the cause of it all.
Heading last week's officials at
If you’ve observed the swollen Lake Forest was Floyd Larson, for
wrists of the frosh archers, know mer Wisconsin athlete and at pres
lhat they are due to the string ent sports editor of the Wisconsin
whanging back upon this gentle News. Larson was an outstanding
spot much too often, while *he ar athlete at the University, having won
row casually fell to the ground. In letters in football, basketball, and
» few days, something that you baseball. Regarded as one of the
won't see, but w ill hear, is an in  best if not the best football referee
creased vocabulary. By Monday the in the state, not a Saturday passes
sorority girls are to have piayed
twenty-seven hdles of golf, and they
say that, so far, many of them have
even made the caddies blush —
which is going some!

Students Observe
Classroom Methods
At Appleton H. S.
Classroom observations are being
made in the Appleton high school
by a number of Lawrence collcge
students. The students study meth
ods of teaching. Among the student
observers are Vernon Beckman, Ed
na Kollath, Helen Carlson. Maxine
Schalk, Gertrude Clark. Dorolhy
Hanson. Dorothy Cohen, Violet
Rusch. Marian Lemke, Gladys Alfsen, Ella Heinke,
Ruth
Nelson,
Charles Pfeifer and Frances Field.
Observations are being made in
English, speech, Latin, social sci
ence, history, biology, physical edu
cation and German.
Hunk Anderson,
coaching at
North Carolina State college, has a
bona fide cowboy on his football
squad. Everett Robinson, who hails
from Wallace, Ida., and says he has
“rode the range.’’ The cowboy was a
freshman at Notre Dame and went
■long with Anderson when he left
bis alma mater.

during the season that does not
find him officiating in some game.
This clipping from the Lake For
est Stentor of Sept. 20 may shed
a little light on the reason that
Coach Jones was a little disappoint
ed after last Saturday’s game. After
naming the four outstanding backfield candidates, the author of the
article states that “even though the
men from Appleton will be down
seeking revenge on the 28th, these
four men will be ready to repeat
the victory of Lake Forest over
Lawrence to the tune of even bet
ter than last season's 12-7.” The
same writer closes his column with
this tender little paragraph, “The
time is short until the first battle,
and they have all but finished carv
ing the place for the Lawrence scalp
in the Lake Forest victory belt.”
Well, now at least we know what
they were after when they got
Hecker early in the game but it
must have been rather disappoint
ing to discover that Jerry’s scalp
refused to be severed from his head.

ter 27 consecutive defeats. The fact
that the team they defeated was
very inferior to them seems to
have had little influence upon the
students who paraded all day Sun
day and refused to go to classes on
Monday. Evidently the college fa
thers have decided that enough pub
licity has been gained by their fail
ure to register a victory on the
gridiron in the past few years,
hence the addition of Principia to
this year's schedule.
With the World Series in progress
and your correspondent's favorite
team on the short end of a 2-0
score in the fifth inning, this col
umn w ill have to come to a close.
See you next week and meanwhile
pray for the Tigers, they need it.

It Might Be
Law rem e 10. Monmouth 7.
WiHvnsin 7, Marquette U.
Carletun 14. Ripon €.
Lake Forest 13, Beloit 7.
Chicago IX, Carroll 6.
Putdue 17, Northwestern 14.
Michigan State 13, Michigan 12.
Ohio Slate 46. Kentucky 6.
Notre Dame 20. Corneige Tech
Nebraska 32, Iowa State 0.
Western 20, Knox 7,
Coe 0. Dubuque 0.
Iowa Teachers 7. Cornell 6.
Idaho IT 12. Gonzaga 7.
Appleton High 14, Manitowoc

with a 1wo-handed grip for over
Frankie Parker, youthful No. 4
ranking tennist, is experimenting head smash shots.

After
Thai Last Long Hour of Study
You’ll Enjoy That Late Lunch
at the

We see by the papers that Knox
has at last won a football game af-

WATCH REPAIRING

Our highly skilled watch
makers repair any make of
watch. Finest workmanship —
guaranteed at reasonable prices.

N fW

WATCH CRYSTALS FITTED
While You Wait

RESTAURANT

EUGENE WALD

OPEN ALL NIGHT

115 E. College Avenue

LUTZ ICE CO.

The High Quality of
Potts and Wood’s

MANUFACTURED

------ ICE -----COAL
COKE

|

DAIRY PRODUCTS

j|
p
|
H

are recognized by Lawrence
College. We have su p p lie d
Lawrence with our products
for many years.

Phone 2

BRETTSCHNEIDER’S
BED SPREADS
Pinion«! check cotton, a very attractive spread with
woven border of solid color.
Brown, red, blue, green and gold
Twin size, 72x1 OS . . . . $3.50 ea.

I POTTS

AND

WOOD
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Book Collection
Is Dedicated to
William Morton

Freshman Team
Has Plenty of
Spirit and Skill

Memorial Bookshelf Hon
ors Memory of U te
I .u h rent ¡an

Maertzweiler and Weaver
Show Promise in
Earlv D rill

Possibly you have already notic
ed in front of the fireplace in the
north reading room of the library
a special bookshelf some of whose
book-« have such ponderous titles
Uni you may have been frightened
away by them. If you ventured
within the cover, you noticed a
special bookplate marked "W illiam
George Morton Memorial
Book
shelf” A «roup of William Morton's
friends, represented by Mr. Arthur
J Smith of the Des Moines Regis
ter and Tribune have contributed
to the establishment of this book
shelf in memory of the popular
Lawrence graduate of 1931 who
died on Christmas Day. I933, as a
result of injuries sustained in an
automobile crash several days be
fore The type of books desired by
th<t donors is best described in Mr
Smith’s letter to Dr. Wriston:
“The books are to be part of the
general library and ho catalogued,
but they are to be purchased pri
mary to interest those who may be
Considering law, or its allied arts, as

If you wonder what is the cause
of that miniature earthquake you
hear at four o’clock on certain
weekday afternoons, its probably
that strong, snappy frosh football
squad in a playful mood. For two
weeks the team has been whip
ped into shape under the persistent
drilling of Coach Denny who, as
many of you w ill remember, has
turned out many crack basketball
teams for Lawrence. This team has
all the kick and vigor needed to
beat Mission College. Incidentally,
this game will be played Novem
ber second at Sheboygan. The team
not only promises another victory
for Lawrence, but
is powerful
enoughi to worry the varsity. The

PRKSENT ARTIST SERIES PROGRAM
Edith I.or And, European violin virtuosi, will appear with her cham
ber orchestra at Lawrence Memorial rhapel Nov. 1 in the first program
or the 1935-36 Community Artist series. The orchestra is making its
first American tour this season.
the result. Too, the Lawrence men

were smart on pass defense all of
Lawrence Beats
the time. Lake Forest attempted
passes and completed but one
Lake Forest, 7-0, allsevenafternoon.
Jorgenson intercept
ed one of them.
On Leech’s Pass However, Coach Derr is quite

disatisfied with the blocking a n d ,
Strauldc lakes To»# for tackling, (or rather the lack of it)
which was displayed play after
Last
Minute
play. As a result strenuous block
Touchdown
ing and tackling practice has been
on the Vike menu almost every
A spirited Viking team defeated night this week.
Lake Forest last Saturday to re
Marty Bridges, though inexperi
venue the close defeat which Coach ^ enced, followed instructions per
Jones’ men handed last year's great fectly throughout thegame. He and
Strauble stopped
everything in
team It was another of those c|ose sight on every play that came w ith
contests so characteristic of Law in reaching distance. Holzwart also
rence games in the past four years. surprised everyone with a fine of
The teams were so closelv matched fensive game. He entered the con
in offensive and defensive strength. | test in the first quarter when Hecthat after the first quarter it was ker was removed because of injur
apparent that either of the teams ies. Emil has always been fast, but
would have considered a tie game too, he has been erratic oftentimes.
justifiable.
It seems that finally he has learn
However, the gods smiled on our ed to run the holes as they are
Vikes with a beautiful gust of wind called. If he and Red Kasteter keep
and a fine spiral Ole Osen's toe In improving. Coach Derr’s nightmares
the last quarter. With the wind about a back man will be suddenly
behind them. Lawrence began play- , turned Into sweet dreams
MEMORIAL BOOKSHELF
ing heads up ball, taking the full
Hope Do pesters Wrong
est advantage of every break or
Should the boys keep playing the
everything that resembled one. snappy brand of ball they have
With Lake Forest In the ’‘hole.” the shown so far this season, there is
barks began to wheel off the tac a possible chance that Derr will
a field of graduate study. If possi
kles and over the weak side with j
ble. the books should be estab the result that the Forest second-1 gain back some of those fifteen
lished upon a special shelf proper ary was drawn in clo.se to stop the pounds he lost during the first
sleepless nights. We are not going to
ly designated and occasionally a l sudden running attack.
yell “I told you so." Local and dis
tered so that students may une all
Strauble Scores
tant sports writers may have been
of the volumes.
Rut on fourth down Jim Strau- wrong about our Vikes, but a single
For Incipient Lawyer*
ble ran out Into the flat territory game against an opponent about
"While It Is not our purpose to and took a pass from Leach to
whom we know little is rather flim 
have volumes which cannot he usfd score. The receiver was entirely
sy proof of their error. Coaches
in connection with courses, our alone. Then “Machine Gun Jim "
Derr. Walter, and Vogel are to be
main objective Is not to supplement split the uprights with a perfect
complimented for their excellent
work in collateral fields but to have placement.
progress In so short a time, and
books of broad, general interest
Stress should be laid on the fact the entire squad deserves every
which will be stimulating and sug that the fellows played agressive,
word of praise that has been of
gestive for those who contemplate cagy ball all of the time During the
fered.
Isw as a profession.”
latter part of the week before tra
Following his graduation from 1 veling to Illinois, Coaches Derr.
Coach Dana X. Bible of the U n i
Tawrence in 1931, Morton went to Walter, and Vogel worked hour af versity of Nebraska faces the task
the Harvard Law' School, wher-» he ter hour with the boys on defense. of replacing two of the biggest
was a student at the time of his It was extremely gratifying to see tackles he ever had—Russell Tomp
death His mother, Mrs William S
son and Walter Pflum. who scaled
Morton of Marinette, and Miss Mary
around 235.
Morton, his sister, both are Law- I Dancing, swinging, rnd a constant
rence graduates in the classes of singing reverberating through one's
1901* and 1028, respectively. While veins. Clean, strong, bright young
*t I .aw rence, Morton won th* es men. Lovely young women! So this
teem of faculty and students alike. is Lawrence!
He was president of the All-Col
No wonder the gate receiptj ex
Eyesight Specialist
lege Club, the Forensic Hoard, and ceeded predictions No wonder one
his fraternity, Sigma Phi F.psi- just had to go for a stroll every
121 W. College Ava.
lon He participated in basketball now and then. No use proposing the
2nd Floor
and football, and was piominent first night. No wonder the Wauwa
in debate, having been elected to tosa boys and girls were a bit proud
EYES EXAMINED
membership In Tau Kappa Alpha, of their classmate, Adelle Hahns,
national honorary forensic fratern who sang so beautifully. And the
Olassea Scientifically
ity. and having received the Wet- Pep Band shall go forth in shin
Fitted
tengel *'L” award in forensics In ing array! And we Lawrentians may
1930 Morton received the Junior j anticipate a full and brilliant sea
Complete Optical Laboratory
Spoon, and he was further honor-1 son of splendid dancing! The All
Service
ed bv recoipt of the Hlue Key and College Club is to be sincerely
election to membership in Mace congratulated.
Thus, the new Bookshelf honors
the memory of one of the promin ^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO J OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOt
ent l.awrentians of the past

William George Morton

frosh scrimmaged the topinen last
Tuesday and they made a gain af
ter gain. We have no definite idea
as to the younger cleatmen's de
fensive ability except what has
been shown in practice, but from
what has been seen on offense,
frosh followers can be sure of
watching blockers who follow the
ball and who drive into the second
ary backs with force enougn to
knock a train off the track.
Weaver and Maertaweiler Hot
Much of the offensive power is
due to a smart fast backfield whose
driving ability is exceptional. In the
backfield most of the line plunges
are taken by Buck Weaver and Joe
Maertsweiler, neither of them being
downed until two-thirds of the op
posing line are on top of them. Don
Wiedmen carries the ball for most
of the end runs, many which count
ed for large gains in Tuesday’s
scrimmage. The passing attack is
carried on mostly by Wiedman on
the passing end and Maertsweiler,,
Koch or Jacobs on the receiving
end. Crawford’s ability for off-tackle plays and similar line maneuv
ers places him high on the squad
while Hecker, who Is a little too
light, as yet, plays smart offensive
ly.

RR4INS A M ) REEF
LAWRENCE VARSITY ROSTER Name
Robert Durbrow
Gladen Jorgenson
Emil Holswart
Wilson Sohler
Jerry Hecker (co-captaln
Tom Leech
Kenneth Walker
Robert Shrrve
Bert Coller (co-captain)
Bob Coller
Cliff Osen
Jim Straubel
Bob Miller
Robert Arthur
Martin Bridges
Cliff Burton
Rodger Fisher
Stan Guth
Charles Gerlach
Carleton Grode
Albert Haak
Robert Laird
Don MacDonald
Kenneth Westburg
Bill Kaetetter
Evan Vande Walle
Irving Sloan
Earle Spaude
Robert Putman
Donald Meyer
Frank Dean

Wt.
105
175
155
175
16»
155
150
190
1X0
1H3
155
175
17»
1H0
170
170
155
165
170
170
155
155
190
170
155
170
162
150
145
145
165

Position
Line
Line
Back
Line
Back
Back
Back
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Back
Bark
Line
Line
Line
Lina
Line
Back
Back
Back
Line
Line
Line
Back
Line

Exp.
2
' 1
t
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
0

0

0
0
1

0
0

0
•

0
0

•

e

l
•
•
t
l

1935
Home
Milwaukee
Green Bay
Sheboygan
Milwaukee
Menasha
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Evansville
De Pere
DePere
De Pere
Green Bay
Milwaukee
Geneva, HI.
Wlnetka, 111.
Appleton
Elmhurst, l i t
Shorewood
Kenosha
Menasha
Wauwautoac
Black Creek
Merrill
Menasha
Hartford City, Ind.
Nichols
Evanston, III.
Seymour
New London
Neenah
Appleton

C M iL B « f C O L O R S
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WilliaaG. Keller O.D.

Opening Dance
Very Successful

“COPPEMS’ SHOE WAV”

Enjoyalde Season Assured
For I^iwrentian
Dancer*

Fatter, Better, Cheaper

There was a thrill and a lift to
•winging up the hill toward the
Paper Chem school. Into the arc
of road to our beautiful gymnasium,
and up the wide and windy stepson
the way to Lawrence's opening
dance Then Billy Baer's soft music.
One fell into step at once. Soft
lights toned him down. A glance
into your partner's glowing face.
A new thrill among new fellows!

Expert Shoe Rebuilders and Dyers

•1.*»

'

V 1

PHOENIX HOSIERY
fk M H M lM A a n M u 'l M l a y . H « d 0m U m I am 91 «Mg* t m i 9

Free Call and Delivery

Phone 711

B S V i l I u l t f T ^ t l i T*i iV ^ y c-- m i TlytT—L

Coppens’ Shoe Rebuilders G E E N E N ’ S

119 E. College Ave.
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To the Faculty:
To put off until tomorrow things which might have
been done today is often convenient.

Putting off sub

scribing to the Lawrentian until next week may mean,
however, that you may miss this week, something that
next week you will regret.
SUBSCRIBE N O W ---PAY LATER at the rate of
$2.50 the year. We will furnish copies you missed thus far.
Yours Sincerely,

th e
I

THE LA W REN TIA N FACULTY
LAW RENCE COLLEGE
APPLETON,
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LIFE’S ODDITIES
B f Geerge Clerk

When I first entered the smoking car,
I noticed the little old man leaning com
fortably back in his chair, puffing re
flectively at his cigar as he watched the

gU s*
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V h ere Are We Going?
Since the financial success of their intitutions is so dependent upon the
luctuations of the business world about
’them, educators in the college field are
instantly discussing business depression
fend business conditions. Their discus(lions naturally intimate what education
Mm do to stabilize conditions, to prevent
irises, and to make the world a better
place to live in.
; Students ask themselves and their tu
tors, “What go«>d is an education or an

Friday, October 4 , 1M B

“Now. don't »Urt that ‘futility of it all’ talk again today."

Educated society if it cannot prevent the
iivils of a business depression?” If edu
student annually contributes seventyA Student Center
cation is meant to prepare one for a life
In the educational development of un five cents. While this does not, perhaps,
fof reasonable happiness, what assurance dergraduates there is a continually in represent an outstanding sum, it still does
lias he that his education has not failed creasing emphasis upon the importance represent an amount whose expenditure
of social functions as an outstanding fac
fn this respect?
tor. Larger universities have recognized could be more thoroughly utilized by ren
Accidents are usually the result of and many are, partially at least, meeting dering Hamar House a center, the func
'oily or incompetence on our own part, this need in their “quadrangles’’ and other tion of which would be one of continual
f education is put on a business basis, systems whereby social contact can be associations rather than a house of meet
kepticism is certain to exist in the minds effected in a manner, the charm of which ing for various monthly and semi-month
the common people. If students aim is dependent preponderantly upon the ly Campus clubs. Many improvements
substitute intelligence and reason for relaxation and latitude which accompan have been suggested which honestly
tupidity and prejudice, we must admit it ies it. It succeeds because it is free; it aimed at making Hamar House a more
ideal center. While any of these differ
failed so far. No mysterious forces accomplishes its purpose unfettered.
re to blame for our present plight. No
Our need for social well-being is no ing ideas might act to accomplish the pur
transitory arrangement can be considered less great on our own college campus. pose in part, it will require more than a
he sole reason for the discord in human To most of the individuals in attendance repeal of non-smoking rules, for instance,
learts today. It is not the system that is here fraternities and sororities find their to even approach the conviviality that is
much at fault. It is the people who realization and their ultimate reason for to be desired. This duty, for it amounts
mprise the system—ourselves. Nature existence in fulfilling somewhat this uni to that, should be given as a project to
showered us with a multitude of versally recognized need. This system, the newly appointed Social Committee
iches. Yet everywhere people are hun- however does not move to completion whose attention to this problem, in con
and homeless. They plod city streets among even those students, and it entire junction with the college dormitory pro
tiled with a superabundance of things ly neglects the non-Greek population on grams, would render the students and
ey need. They cannot buy them, and the campus, the ranks of which usually Lawrence College a double service, and
they must suffer in want. The owners number about thirty per cent of the total might conceivably come to occupy the
important place which it deserves in col
,o bankrupt because they cannot sell enrollment.
em. One half of the world starves in
To the support of Hamar House each lege life.
ant and the other half starves in superibundance. And an educated society
The editor of the L aw rentian again invitee com ment and criticism through
nnot solve the problem of bringing
the columns of the paper this year. A ll m aterial w ill be run under a So They
cm together.
Say heading. If there are any improvements you w ould like to see made in the
Under the circumstances such as these
paper, any com ment in either direction, or any story you believe is not cov
I would seem that the vast amount of
ered by the staff members, you are cordially invited to leave all criticism at the
oney spent on education would be bctLaw rentian Office throughout the year.
er expended on food and shelter, not on
process which cannot help us in time
need. The answer lies not in a broader
R E S IS T IN G A T EM PT A T IO N
(education, but a more intense one.
A Gratifying Beginning
(On being told that some young college
\ Human problems are practical probYearly, three times a week Lawrens; problems which demand the utmost
undergraduates pay their expenses by
tians
are regaled with chapel programs
f a person’s abilities. The problem of
raising chickens.)
arning a living cannot be solved when of varying excellence. Yearly, too, there
Young man, or young maid, if you hope
e individuals education consists of a is much wasted talk of improving the
to succeed
attering of non-essentials. The ability chapel programs with a view of changing
grasp the situation precludes a neces- I he compulsory half hour from a study
In the gruelling battle for knowledge,
ry understanding of that particular sit- period to one of general interest. In the Crate some smart Plymouth Rocks
ation. How better to understand partic- light of these projected attempts and this
In a trunk or a box
lars than by previous contact with them? problem, the start this year has been par
When you start on your journey to
ticularly
gratifying,
both
because
of
the
the light of the past, it would seem
college.
at the trend of education in the future general excellence of the program and
In fact any species of chickens will do
ught to stress a more intense study of because the programs themselves have
Even those that roost ’round upon
uman problems, it ought to prepare the been of the campus.
fences;
These criticisms are applicable in par
tudent for earning a living, to be able to
Make every one lay
ihare in the abundance of riches which ticular to the address last Wednesday by
An egg every day
Mature has showered on us. The static Dr. Trever. Those in charge of the chapel
And they soon will pay your expenses.
feign of the present will be made dynam- programs would do well to look diligent
ly among our own authorities for similar
by a new group of educated adults.
You may have to put up s few kopeks
Never before has it been made so addresses on pertinent topics. Lucid
statements
of
authorative
opinion
would
Jr|vidly emphatic. Students are beginilng to realize that their education must do much to bolster the system of chapcl standing interest in determining the type
>e an efficient education. It must pre programs which admittedly has had, in of program and supply the interest which
pare them to meet adequately the necessi the past, its weak spots. At once such is not only desirable but essential to the
ty . opportunities, and obligations of programs would supply the educational ultimata success even as an educational
factor which should, of course, be the out- factor.
fctir adult life.

grey smoke blend lazily with the bluish
haze that permeated the entire car. His
hair was grey and his face heavily
creased and wrinkled in every square
inch, yet the clearness of his eye and the
wiry energy of his hands and body, as
he turned occasionally to speak to an ac
quaintance in the seat behind him, indi
cated a vitality that belied his appear
ance. Unconsciously attracted, I took a
seat in front of him and settled back to
smoke my pipe. I kept wondering how
old he was and what kind of man h<*
might be, to seem so .old and yet so vig
orous. However, I lacked the boldness
to ask him, and therefore, turned my at
tention to the scene outside the train
window.
It was early evening. The sun had
just begun to disappear behind the west
ern clouds, forming a glorious but incon
gruous background for the shoddy rural
scenes that passed by in rapid succession.
Thick clouds of royal purple formed a
majestic gateway to a brightly-tinted
promised land beyond. Above the high
arch of the gate, thin dart-like clouds
moved gracefully toward distant crimson
targets. And in the foreground, tele
phone wires in endless monotony, broken
fences, dirty cows, unpainted barns,
scraggly fields, freight cars—ugh!
The sudden realization of an unnat
ural quietness recalled my attention to
the activities inside the car. I turned in
time to see two young women stumble
through the thick atmosphere to seats at
the other end of the car. They lit cig
arettes and sat smoking and conversing
gayly with each other. "What’s so strange
about that?" thought I. But then I heard
the old man talking to his companion.
“Ve old boys, ve liff too soon, I guess;
in our day, ve don’t see anything like dot.
Ha, it used to be dot a woman was a
d---good sport if she took one puff of a
cigarette on a dare, now they are d--poor sports if dey don’t smoke all the
time—and it’s the same mit drinking. I
tell you in dose days if we see a voman
smoking or hanging around in saloons or
smoking cars ve know vot she vas, but
now they are all the same; you can’t tcH.
the difference. And the young men isa
just the same; crazy all of dem. I knew
a smart young feller who vas drinking
all the time and driving a car around ?5
miles an hour. Yah, he hit a five inch
steel pipe in a gas station ven he vent too
fast around a corner, und snapped it off.
He killed himself too vich vas a good ting
—before he kills everybody else. Belieff
me, I keep away from such peoples, dot’s
vhy I’m 81 yars old and still here.”
Oh my, oh my, thought I.
Does all
his generation think that of us?—or are
wa really that bad? I turned around to
see if he looked as if he meant it, but
he had left his seat and was stamping
with vigorous indignation into the next
car.
for grain;
You must build them a warm habita
tion;
Y014 may have to find out
Quite a little about
The poultry’s tricky vocation.
You’re job won’t be done till the set of
the sun,
You cannot wear shiny, white collars;
But stick to your task,
That is all that I ask,
And you soon will be piling up dollars.
Were I still a youth, I ’d endeavor myself
Thus to lighten the load that I carry;
But a life lived with hens
In or out of their pens
I fancy would not be so merry.
The plan is a good one, I freely concede.
It doubtless brings peace and enjoy«
ment;
But I know I shall find
More contentment of mind
If I stick to my present employment.
(Copyright, 1935, by the Bell Syndicate
Inc.)

